Student Drifter Construction Manual 2017
Thank you for purchasing our drifter kit. Please read through this entire manual, especially the
parts list, before you start to build and email us with any questions you may have. We
encourage you to take advantage of our friendly staff and hope you’ll communicate with us. We
can arrange launching and advise you in recovery and re-launching and supply you with
replacement parts as needed.

Important Contacts

Call or email us with any questions or concerns. We are here to help if you need it!
Erin Pelletier
erin@gomlf.org
207-205-8088

Cassie Stymiest
Cassie@gomlf.org
cell# 207-619-1259

Jim Manning
james.manning@noaa.gov
508-566-4080
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cut
glue
grommet
Prepare mast and spars
Install transmitter mount
Deploy!
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Packing List
We have mailed to you all the drifter parts you will need to build a drifter. The following is a list
of included parts. Some additional tools may be needed, and we’ve also listed those below.
Please review the contents of your kit and let us know immediately if there is anything missing.
Drifter parts
❏
❏
❏
❏
Parts Packet
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏

Aluminum mast and spars
Acorn buoy
Sail cloth
GPS transmitter
( picture to the right)
Glue
Rope
Tie wrap (2)
Grommet maker, grommets
Hardware ❏ Two 1 ½” galvanized L-brackets (“corner
braces”) with screws
❏ Two #6-32 machine screw nuts, 1
½”machine screw (bolt), and #6 flat
washers. All stainless
Stopper or 1 ½” bolt and nut with washer
Electrical tape
Wood for mount (5” long 1”X 4” piece of pine) and
screws (four ¾” wood screws)
10 small stainless steel hose clamps

Materials/tools needed but not included:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
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Silicone
Marker/pencil
Scissors
Measuring Tape
Yard stick or long edge for drawing
straight line
Hammer

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

An awl in case the grommet maker
fails to make holes in the canvas
⅛” and ⅜” drill bit
Power drill with phillips head bit
Hack saw
Sandpaper
1 ¼” spade bit
Phillips head screwdriver
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Part 1: Build
Cutting Sails

You will need a total of 4 pieces of cloth (“sails”). The cloth
in your kit will need to be measured and cut according to
instructions below.
Instructions
1. Lay canvas out on table or floor space.
2. Measure and make sure your cloth pieces are at least
21” wide by 41” long. You will need room to fold
unfinished edges so that the final piece is 19” by 36”. Some of your edges may already be
“finished” as they came off the canvas roll that way (the side that does not fray). You will
not need to fold this part over for gluing. See detailed instructions below.
BE SURE TO MEASURE TWICE, CUT ONCE!

Gluing Sails

Fold over sides for finishing so that sails will fit over spars.
Instructions
1. The final size you want your sails to be is 19” wide by
36” long. Start by folding the edge of the long side by
1” (check measurement first) and glue in place to
make it 19” wide. If you have a finished edge from the
roll of canvas mentioned above, you will not have to
fold that side over as it is already finished (see
diagram to the right).
2. Next take the shorter side (which will be the sections
that hold the spars) and fold each end 2 inches in
(again, check measurement first) and glue in place
which will make the sail 36” long. Remember to make
sure there is 2 inches on each end not 1 inch on one
end and 3 on the other - need equal spacing for spars
and grommets.
Make sure that the narrow edges have room to fit the spars!
Final dimensions should be 19” by 36”.
Decorate the sails as you w
 ish, just make sure to add
“DRIFT STUDY - if found, call 508-566-4080” on all four sails.
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Grommets
To hold folded canvas pieces together, you will next add
grommets to the corners of each sail (after the glue has
dried). Note that spars will need to be installed in the folded
area, so don’t place grommets too close to the outside
edges. There should be two on bottom and two on top in the
corners. These grommets will be used to tie the inner corner
of the sails to the mast and secure the outer corners to the
spars.
Instructions
1. There should be four grommets on each sail. Note that a hard base is necessary (wood
preferred) for the grommet tool to work properly. Place a grommet one inch below the top
of the sail making sure there is room for the spars to insert in the sleeve.
2. Follow instructions on the package.
3. Do the same for the bottom of the sail.

Mast
The mast is a 72” long square tube of aluminum, 1” wide and
0.065” (⅜”) thick. You will need to drill holes for the spars.
Instructions
1. Drill a ⅜” hole on center 1” from the bottom of the
mast and again 37” on center on the same side of the
mast.
2. Rotate the mast 90 degrees.
3. Drill a ⅜” hole on center 2” from the bottom (or one inch higher than the first hole) and
another hole on center 38” from the bottom. You will have a hole at 1” and 37” on one
side and a hole at 2” and 38” on the other side.
4. Drill a final ⅜” hole 7” from the top of the mast for the stopper (a 2-3” spar is included in
your kit and will be assembled with hose clamps and tape during assembly stage).

Spars
You will need four spars that are 48” long, 0.375” (⅜”). If
you need to cut poles provided, cut with hacksaw
(remember: safety first) and sand the edges so they are
not sharp. You should also have a small, 2-3” piece of spar
that will be used as a stopper for the buoy (or bolt with
washers and nuts, details below).
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Flotation and Mast Assembly

We have provided you an acorn buoy that will float the
drifter appropriately in the water column (remember,
scientific standards are important for collecting data).
The transmitter needs to be located about 7" above the
waterline. There should be at least another 7" between the
top of the sails and the flotation. It is particularly important
to prevent the sails from being exposed to the wind.
Instructions
1. If your mast does not fit in the
buoy, you will need to drill the hole
bigger. Use a spade bit (1 ⅜ or ¼”)
and power drill.
2. Write the phone number on the
buoy. “DRIFT STUDY - If found
ashore, call 508-566-4080.”
3. Slide flotation buoy through the
mast (before securing the
transmitter mount).
4. Insert stopper into hole above buoy
and secure with hose clamps on
each side. If a spar piece is not
available, use 1 ½” bolt and nut
with washer. Cover with electrical
tape to prevent vertical slippage.

Transmitter Mount

You will need to assemble a mount for the GPS transmitter
to sit on. You will add the transmitter to the base and secure
with tie wrap right before deployment.
Instructions
1. A 1”x4” piece of pine 5” long is provided in the kit.
You can paint the piece of pine a bright color so it’s
easier to see in the water, but this step is not
required.
2. Transmitter mount should have notches for tie wraps,
and name/number on mount. If not, please add it.
3. Hold L-bracket on top of the mast and make marks for
holes.
4. Using 1/8” drill bit, drill four holes to line up with the
four holes on the transmitter base. Screw the base of
the transmitter to the 5” piece of pine with the 4
screws provided.
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You can type a note to put inside a waterproof bag (or laminated paper)
describing your project, your contact info and ask finders to mail transmitter back. Place
this between pine and transmitter base, with note that
says “read me” or something similar being visible.
5. Using the screws supplied with the L-bracket attach the
piece of pine to the bracket as shown in the picture to
the right.
6. Attach the mount to the mast with the two #6-32
machine screw nuts, 1 ½” machine screws (bolt), and
#6 flat washers.
7. Use the black electrical tape to wrap around the bolts
that go through the top of the mast for extra
protection.

Part 2: Deploy

Gather all your materials b
 efore deployment to make sure
you have everything you need. See list to the right.

Transmitter Preparation

Your transmitter will come “programmed”, meaning all you
have to do is turn it on to start transmitting. It is a good
idea to check the transmitters you will be using and turn
them on a few days before deployment. To do this, email
the serial numbers to the drifter team and ask them to
check their processes.
Instructions, see picture for details
1. Detach cover plate
from unit by
removing the two
screws with
screwdriver.
2. Flip the plate
around so the “on”
is seen by the
notch in the plate.
3. Reattach cover
plate to unit with
two screws and
screwdriver.
4. Document drifter
ID with
deployment date.
5. Cover all
openings/seams
with silicone and
let dry.
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6. Once silicone is dry, attach transmitter to the plate on the mount with screws.
Make sure you secure transmitter with the top facing up or towards the sky using a hose
clamp (or heavy-duty tie wrap through the notches in the wood) and a few wounds of
black tape.

Assembly
At this point, your mast should be prepared with holes drilled for the spars , the stopper in place
with electrical tape and the flotation device on the mast. Make sure the flotation device is on the
mast before going to put the spars and sails on. Also, your transmitter should be on the
transmitter mount (see above).
Instructions, refer to picture on the right
1. Insert 48" spars into mast.
2. Secure spars using small hose clamps so spars
cannot move in and out of the mast.
3. Before putting sails on the spars, secure spars
with electrical tape around mast in figure 8
pattern (to minimize motion on metal).
4. Put on sails.
5. Tie the inboard edge of the sails to mast with
nylon cord/rope or zip ties.
6. Tie the outboard edge of the sails to the end of
the spars one way or another. Here are some
options:
a. Use hose clamps. You can either thread it
directly through a small slit in the canvas,
or through the grommets and then tie the
sail to the hose clamp with another piece
of cord.
b. Wrap ends with electrical tape through
grommets and around spars.

Deployment
Deployment instructions are specific to the project. Review plans with the drifter team before
deployment.

Part 3: Track

Links will be sent out by Jim. All current month’s tracks are available at:
https://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/drifter/drift_X.html
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